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Abstract

The horizontal stress field within plate interiors is largely the
resul t  o f  in teract ions at  p late boundar ies.  There is
considerable geological evidence and theoretical support for
the hypothesis that large horizontal stresses can propagate
for thousands of km into plate interiors, and that changes in
plate geometry or boundary configurations therefore lead to
significant variations in stress in plate interiors. Because there
is a global interdependence of all plate mot¡ons, a major
change ¡n the nature of one plate boundary (e.9., the India-
Asia coll ision) may have global implications and observable
geological consequences many thousands of km from the
source. There are two important consequences of large
horizontal intraplate stresses and stress variations for
petroleum exploration. First, f lexural distortions of the plate
will be localized by variations in strength and/or thickness of
the plate, such as at sedimentary basin boundaries. These
distortions may give rise to transgressions/regressions and
unconformities that may be confused with eustatic sea-level
effects. Second, an increase in stress or change in stress
orientation may be relieved by reactivation of a pre-existing
structure in the plate interior. Reactivation of basin-forming
faults is a particularly widespread consequence of intraplate
stresses. Analysis of the structural petroleum traps in
Australia's main producing basins shows that a large
proporl¡on of the lraps were generated by reactivation of
underlying, usually basin-forming faults. We discuss examples
from the Carnarvon, Bonaparte and Gippsland Basins, and
relate them to the global and regional plate tectonic history
in the Tertiary and Mesozoic.
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Transmission of Stress in the Lithosphere

Reconstructions of Phanerozoic plate motions show evidence
of repeated episodes of plate coll ision and rift ing on a variety
of scales. The larger coll isions, such as the Himalayan, lead
to substantially increased compressional stress in the
surrounding l ithosphere and may have global repercussions,
including reorganization of the whole pattern of plate motions.
Rift ing and shearing of continental blocks, on the other hand,
represent mechanisms for releasing stress which has built
up to crit ical levels. One of the less visible consequences of
these events is a significant change in the horizontal stress
field in the l ithosphere over a large part of the earth's surface,

and it is now becoming increasingly evident that these stress
field fluctuations leave their imprint in the stratigraphy and
structure of sedimentary basins in several ways.

Geological and geophysical estimates of the levels of stress
in the deep crust and upper mantle are not well constrained,
but avaìlable figures (Table 1) suggest that values of tens of
MPa are common and stresses up to several hundred MPa
may occur. The largest values are probably reached only at
depths of several tens of km in plates experiencing active
orogenesis and are not expected to be the general rule.
However, force balance considerations dictate that stresses
large and widespread enough to cause complete rift ing of the
lithosphere and to build 5-10 km mountain ranges cannot be
isolated to the narrow belts where l ithospheric deformation
is most evident, but must be supported by similar levels of
stress throughout the adjacent l i thospheric plate. Horizontal
transmission of stress is enhanced by the greater strength
of the cooler upper l ithosphere relative to the underlying
mantle. This strength layering, a vital part of plate tecton¡cs,
permits transmiss¡on of stress for thousands of km across
plates enabling them to move as coherent units.

In the upper few km of the earth where rn slfu measurements
are possible, stress levels are lower because of the reduced
hydrostatic containment, and their orientation is complicated
by local topographic effects. The best documented area for
stress orientation is North America where the regional stress
field away from major topographic influences has a
compressional axis roughly perpendicular to the mid-Atlantic
spreading ridge which is expected to be a major contributor
to reg¡onal scale stress In that plate. In Europe and Asia the
stress field seems to be dominated by and radiate away from
the recent Alpine and Himalayan coll isional zones. In the
Australian plate, earthquake focal mechanism studies and a
small amount of well-bore breakout data indicate N-S

TABLE 1
Some estimates of horizontal stress differences.

Eanhquake sress drops

In-situ nreîsurements

Geological indicators

lff)-250 MPa (max.)

20-40 MPa ar 5 km depth (McGm, 1980)

20-?ff) MPa mylonite zones (Christie & Ord, 1980)
80 MPa lowercrusr (Mercier, 1980)
20-30 MPa uppernrantle (Kirby, 1977)
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compress¡on in the continental interior and compression
roughly perpendicular to the coastl ine in those coastal areas
where data exists (Lambeck et a\.,1984). The coastal effect
may be due to local topographic factors but the N-S
orientation in the interior probably reflects a relatively recent
increase in N-S compression associated with the contact of
northern Australian continental crust with the Indonesian
Archipelago.

There is widespread evidence of intraplate deformation
throughout the Australian continent during the Cainozoic (e.9.,
displacements of the Late Cretaceous erosional/deoositional
surface in northern Australia, local fault-bounded Tertiary
basins, Tertiary uplift of basement inliers such as Mount lsa),
indicating that high stress levels and possibly changes in the
stress field have typified the recent history of our supposedly
'dead' continent. Perhaps the most graphic eviderice for these
high stress levels has been the high level of intraplate seismic
activity within the past few decades. Australia has had over
500/o of the world's major (M>6) intraplate continental
earthquakes within the past thiñy years.

Two Consequences of Large Intraplate
Stresses and Stress Fluctuations
There are two lmportant consequences of high stress levels
and especially of rapid and substantial changes in the stress
level in the continental l i thosphere away f rom plate
boundaries;
1) low amplitude, long wavelength flexural warping of the

whole l ithosphere, amplif ied by variations in thickness and
structure such as cont inenta l  margins and young
sedimentary basins,

2) low level permanent deformation of the lithosphere, usually
localized along pre-existing zones of weakness (e.9.,
reactivation of major faults).

Lithospheric Flexure, Unconformities and Sea-level

A couple of simple analytical calculations suff ice to
demonstrate the main principles involved in l ithospheric
flexure (Figure 1). The result of applying a horizontal
compression to the idealized structure of Figure 1a is to
generate a twisting moment about the zone of thickening. In
the earth, isostatic forces will act to translate this into adjacent
uplift and subsidence with. a wavelength determined by the
flexural strength of the l ithosphere. The sl¡ghtly less idealized
passive margin basin structure in Figure 1b would experience
a magnification of its vertical deflection as a result of increased
inplane compression.

These effects are both due simply to the effect of changing
the stress regime acting on a body of complex shape, and
tensional stress would produce the similar results in an
oppos¡te sense. lt is important to emphasize that it is a change
in the stress regime, specif ically the non-hydrostatic
component, towards greater or lesser compression that is
important here, not the absolute level of stress.

ln order to quantify these effects, Cloetingh et a/. (1985)
developed a numerical model based on a finite element
algorithm to predict the detailed response of the l ithosphere
to inplane stress fluctuations. The model used a l ithospheric
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FIGURE 1
Cross sect¡ons of two idealized crustal structures and their
response to increas¡ng ¡nplane compressive stress. (a) A zone
where the thickness of the high strength load-bearing layer
increases, e.g. at a continent-ocean boundary, experienôes an
asymmetric upl i f t  and subsidence in response to an induced
moment. (b) A pre-exist ing vert ical displacement, such as a
sedimentary basin, experiences a magn¡f icat ion of the f lexural
signal in addit ion to a distr ibuted response of type (a) due to
permanent inelast ic deformation.

strength distribution based on estimates of its temperature
structure and rheological properties, and predicted the
distribution and magnitude of uplift and subsidence produced
by varying levels of stress fluctuations. Figure 2 shows the
maximum deflection experienced across the edge of a passìve
margin sedimentary basin as a function of the age of the
margin and the change in the net force applied across the
margin (expressed as the stress fluctuation times the
thickness of the stress transmitting layer). For example, a
change of 200 MPa carried in a 30 km thick layer would
produce of the order of 40 m of vertical movement (middle
curve).

Plausible levels of inplane stress fluctuatìon can therefore
produce significant vertical crustal movements at pass¡ve
margins and in intracratonic basins and consequently relative
sealevel  movements which should be recorded in
unconformi t ies,  sedimentary fac ies and/or  sequence
distributions at such localit ies. Seismic stratigraphy studies
in these regions are now beginning to show evidence of the
major tectonic rearrangements affecting the Australian region
since the Jurassic recorded in basin margin facies (Vail ef a/.,
1990). ïhis broad basement warping forces changes in the
intrabasinal stress field which in turn drive localized fault
reactivation.
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recognized in Austral ia's major producing basins are outl ined
in Table 2, together with their styles and the nature of the
primary structures. The details of some of these are provided

in the fol lowing section.

TABLE 2
Summary of Mesozoic and Tertiary structural reactivation events,
plate tectonic framework and resultant hydrocarbon-producing
structures.
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FIGURE 2
Vertical deflection experienced near the edge of a passive margin
sedimentary basin in response to a change in the inplane force
acting acroés it (i.e. the inplane stress times the thickness of the
transmitting layer) as a function of the age (or effective elast¡c
thickness, EET) of the adjacent oceanic crust.

Reactivation of Pre-existing Structures

A second consequence of changes in the l¡thospheric stress
field is the reactivation of pre-existing basinal and/or basement
structures. The mechanical principles of fault reactivation have
been outl ined by Donath and Cranwell (1981), Etheridge
(1986), Sibson (1985)and Wh¡te ef a/. (1986). Fault reactivation
occurs whe¡l the resolved shear stress in the fault plane
exceeds the shear resistance to movement, provided that the
strength of the intact rock surrounding the fault zone is not
exceeded.

Fault reactivation is of direct relevance to hydrocarbon
exploration and exploitation because virtually all of Australia's
pe t ro leum resou rces  occu r  i n  s t ruc tu ra l  o r
structural/stratigraphic traps formed by reactivation of basin-
forming or basement structures. In particula6 all of the oil and
gas fields of the Carnarvon, Bonaparte, Gippsland and
Eromanga Basins, and many of those in the Cooper, Canning
and Surat Basins owe their exislence to structural reactlvatlon.
In most cases, the reactivated structures were lhose that
formed during the intial stages of basin development, and the
style, location and structure of the traps can be related directly
to the geometry of the basin-forming fault array.

Structural reactivation generally took place during discrete,
relatively short-l ived events, although in some areas semi-
continuous activity lasted for several to a few tens of Ma. The
discrete structuring event (or the onset of semi-continuous
activity) commonly correlates across whole basins and, in
some cases, between basins over distances exceeding
1000 km, reflecting the large scale of the causes of the
variations in l i thospheric in-plane stresses. The principal
Mesozoic and Tertiary react¡vat¡on events that have been

Dcvonie ex@ns¡onal

Etheridge (1986) treated the specific case of reactivation of
extensionalbasin-forming structures. He pointed out that the
l inked normal  faul t / t ransfer  faul t /detachment  system
characteristic of extensional orogeny provides opportunit¡es
for various styles of reactivation under a wide range of stress
orientations. Simole reverse reactivation of the normal faults
as thrusts (inversion) is widespread in extensional basins (e.9.,
various basins in the northern European foreland of the Alp¡ne
orgeny, Papuan Basin, Alberta Basin). However, the more
general case involves stresses oblique to the pre-existing
structures, giving rise to wrench or oblique-slip react¡vat¡on
of one or more of the fault sets (Figure 3). In particular, steeply
dipping strike-slip faults and related structures commonly
develop above wrench-reactivated transfer and/or normal
faults. lt is these strike-slip structures which dominate the traps
in the Carnarvon, Bonaparte and Gippsland Basins and which
conta in the overwhelming proport ion of  Austra l ia 's
hydrocarbon resources.

A particular geometry that seems to be common, especially
throughout the Northwest Shelf and Timor Sea, is i l lustrated
in general form in Figure 4. The principal reactivated faults
trend northeast and are interpreted to have been generated
by strike-slip reactivation of Permian normal faults, as
indicated diagrammatically in Figure 4a. The specific style
of the reactivation structure depends, among other factors,
on small offsets and/or subtle variations in the strike of the
underlying structure. These offsets or swings in strike are
inferred to principally arise from small transfer faults that
displace the primary normal faults in either sense as shown
in Figure 4b. During strike-slip reactivation of the Permian
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*j:llj:tt",:lgggrqr:, ptans and sections ¡ilusrrarins (a) aryptcat normaUtransfer fault geometry underlyinq an extenéiòÁal
k:l:^ql{-t!| reaaivarion õf rhese iau rts ¿ú iiñg compressionoDilque to the primary extension dilect¡on. See Fiqure 4 fòr detailsor stnKe-st¡p geometry above primary normal fãult.

normal faults the transfer offsets act as either releasing or
restraining bends (Figure 4b), localizing extensional or
compressional structures respectlvely (Figure 4c). Away from
the underlying transfer faults, the strike-slip reactivation may
have a simple geometry (Figure 4c), producing l itt le obvioui
structure in the Mesozoic to Tertiary section and less tendencv
to form petroleum traps.

Examples of Fault Reactivation Traps Within
the Australian Plate

Carnarvon Basin

Fault traps dominate throughout the Carnarvon Basin, and
the controll ing faults have traditionally been interpreted as
extensional structures associated with rift ing and break_up
or the simple normal reactivation of such structures. However,
the styles of the fault arrays are inconsistent with simple
extension, and they are dominated in detail by strike_slip
geometries.

Crustal extension throughout the Carnarvon Basin took place
primarily in the (?Early) permian (yeates et at., 1987:
Etheridge, in prep), and was followed by relatively smooth
thermal subsidence throughout the Triassic. Northeast_
trending normal and detachment faults and northwesÈtrendino
transfer faults accomplished the permian extension anã
determined the structural grain of the Northwest Shelf for the
remainder of its history. Although there are posfpermian
normal faults, they are generally steeply to very steeply
dipping, occur in cornplex, sub-vertical fault zones ano were
responsible for only very l imlted extension. These faults are.
however, predominantly northeasftrending, or at least occur
in northeast-trending zones, and we conclude that thev have
been localized by reactivation of the underlying pármian
extensional structures.

There have been three principal episodes of poslpermian
faulting in the Carnarvon Basin (Table 2). Late Triassic to Eartv

wrench in cover monocline rtwrsc in cover
in cover

Jurassic faulting is widespread, but is best disptayed along
the Rankin Trend, where it was responsible for the formation
of the enormous gas/condensate traps. This faulting is
traditionally interpreted to be extensional (althougn iee
Woodside petroleum, 19BB) and is ascribeà to J major
continental extension event that heralded Jurassic seafloor
spreading off northwest Australia. However, fault geometry
along the Rankin liend is typified by steep faults, unsystematic
fault block rotations and fault discontinuity in pian (Veenstra,
1985) - all characteristic of strike_stip tautting, possibly with
a small component of extension. Late Triassic to farty..turassic
faull ing is seen along virtually every major fault trend in the
Carnarvon Basin, and is typified by wrénch styles. Limited
k inemat i c  ana l ys i s  sugges ts  t ha t  t he  w rench  was
predominantly left-lateral on northeast_trending fault systems.
When taken with the right-lateral react¡vation oithe northwesf
trending fault systems in the Canning Basin, this indicates
north-south compression during this event.

There is some evidence for Middle lo Late Jurassic faulting
in the Carnarvon Basin, but the next important eventl
particularly from the petroleum entrapment viewpoint, took
pface in the Middle to Late Cretaceous. Once again, this
faulting is largely restricted to northeast-trending, sub_vert¡cal
zones with complex internal structure (including both
compressional and extensional features in section) and
evidence of repeated motlon. This event is particularly
important for trap formation along the more oil_rich trend from
Saladin to Talisman, and fault geometry again suggests
dominantly left-lateral wrench motion.

The final episode of wrench reactivation in the Carnarvon
Basin was in the Miocene, with some activity continuing to
the present day. Again, wrench fault styles dominate (see
below), but the kinematic evidence suggests predominanily
rightlateral motion.

Bonaparte Basin

The recenl discoveries ln the Timor Sea portion of the
Bonaparte Basin (Vulcan Sub-basin) occur in northeast_
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trending structures that exhibit classical wrench fault
geometries (Nelson, 1989). Two main periods of movement
have been documented - Middle to Late Jurassic and Mid'
Miocene (to Recent). Nelson concluded that the Jurassic
movement was right-lateral and the Tertiary movement was
left-lateral. There is also some evidence of the Late Triassic-
Early Jurassic event recognized to the south.

As in the Carnarvon Basin, the reactivated structures ¡n the
Vulcan Sub-basin are interpreted to root in the (?Early)
Permian extensional faults that accomplished most of the
crustal thinning in the region. Along-strike variations in the
style and intensity of reactivation are related at least in part
to the effect of small to large offsets of the underlying normal
faults on northwest trending transfer faults. Permian transfer
faults are inferred on all scales from a few km to hundreds
of km. The principal evidence for them comes from large scale
segmentation of the Northwest Shelf basin and sub-þasin
structure, smaller scale segmentat¡on of northeast-trending
M esozoic to Tertiary structu res, northwest-trending'corridors'
of discontinuous structuring ¡n the Mesozoic to Tertiary and
a prominent set of magnetic l inears (Wellman and O'Brien,
this volume).

Gippsland Basin

The principal trap-forming structural event in the Gippsland
Basin is Middle Eocene. The major fields range from simple

FIGURE 4
(a) Schematic section normal to primary extensional normal fault
showing how both steep normal and sub-vertical wrench styles
may develop in the post-rift cover sequence to produce a variety
of fault and faulted ant¡cl¡ne traps.
(b) Block diagram illustrating possible relationships between
transfer fault oflsets of the primary normal fault and the locations
of releasing and restraining bends in the overlying strike-slip
reactivation structure,
(c) Schematic map and sections showing simplified, typical fault
geometr¡es in a strike-slip system w¡th str¡ke variat¡ons and splay
faults.

anticlines through more complex fault traps to combined
structural/stratigraphic traps formed by erosion and sealing
ofthe Eocene structures. Etheridge efal. (1985) and Etheridge
(1986) interpreted the Eocene structures in the Gippsland
Basin as due to compressional wrench reactivation of the
underlying Early Cretaceous extensional basin-forming faults.
The reactivation styles range from fairly simple inversion of
underlying normal faults through complex wrench reactlvation
of the northern bounding fault of the basin lo en echelon
folding and faulting above a deep-seated transfer fault across
the centre of the basin.

Relation of Reactivation Events to Plate
Motion History

Table 2 summarizes the interpreted relationships between the
main Mesozoic and Tertiary reactivation events in the
Australian plate and contemporary larger scale plate tectonic
events. The earlier events, particularly the major Late Triassic
to Early Jurassic compressional wrench reactivation
throughout northwestern Australia, are more diff icult to
confidently correlate because the surrounding plate history
is obscured by younger events.

On the global scale, there is a good correlation between the
beginning of rift ing and break-up of Pangea and the Early
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Triassic-Early Jurassic event. However, more locally it is
diff icult to reconcile the inferred north-south compression
during this event with the apparently contemporaneous north
to northeast extension along Australia's northern margin, now
preserved in the Papuan Bas¡n (Home ef a/., 1gg0). A key
observation in northwestern Australia is that there is very little
evidence of crustal extension along the present shelf
immediately preceding the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous
sea{loor spreading along the western marg¡n. Indeed, the
compressional wrenching ¡nterpreted by Nelson (1989) in the
Vulcan Sub-basin is apparently contemporaneous with the
beginning of sea-floor spreading off the northwest margin. The
Middle lo Late Cretaceous event that is of some tmponance
in the Dampier and Barrow Sub-basins can be correlated with
major plate rearrangements along the southern and eastern
margins of Australia, specifically the opening of the Tasman
and Coral Seas, the abandonment of the Bass Strait rift
system (Etheridge et al., 1987), and the'beginning of slow
spreading along the southern margin. lt clearly postdates the
beginning of sea-floor spreading along the western margin.

The two major Tertiary events that are preserved in the
structural record of Australia's basins are more readily related
to ¡mportant plate tectonic events, and therefore to the concept
of long-range transmission of stress through the l ithosphere.
The most significant global plate rearrangement in the Tertiary
took place in the middle Eocene, between about 40 and 45
Ma. lt is best preserved in the northern Pacific Ocean, where
a major change in plate kinematics is preserved in both the
magnetic anomaly and hot spot track records (e.9., the sharp
bend in the Hawaii-Emperor ocean island chain). This event
is ascribed to a global redistribut¡on of stresses due to the
beginning of continental coll ision along the Alpine-Himalayan
mounlain belt. The Middle Eocene event ¡s recorded in a
number of Australia's marginal basins, particularly those along
the easl and south, but assumed by far the greatest
importance to hydrocarbon accumulation in the Gippsland
Basin where it was largely responsible for the formation of
all of the significant traps. ln the local plate context, it
corresponds to the rapid increase in spreading rate in the
Southern Ocean (Cande and Mutter, 1982; Veevers, 1990).

Of more obvious local relevance is the subduction/coll isional
history along the northern margin of the Australian plate as
it moved rapidly northwards during the latter part of the
Tertiary. The northern leading edge of the Australian continent
may have been the locus of subduction as early as the
Palaeocene (60 Ma; Smith, 1990). However, the growth of the
Solomon Sea plate between the Australian continent and the
main coll isional plate boundary (Melaþesian Arc) throughout
the Eocene and Oligocene probably ihsulated the Australian
cont¡nent from the plate boundary stresses through much of
the Tertiary. The locus of plate convergence switched back
to the continental margin in the early Miocene, with partial
obduction of the Solomon Sea plate onto the northern
Australian passive margin. Coll ision of the northwestern
Australian continental margin with Indonesia in the middle
Miocene, and. accretion of lhe Melanesian Arc onto the
Papuan Basin in the late Miocene (. '10 Ma) to form the
Papuan Thrust Belt clearly led to the propagation of
compress¡onal stresses well into the continent, reactivating

struclures as far south as the Carnarvon, Eroman$a and
Cooper Basins. Miocene reactivation contributed significantly
to petroleum trap development in the Vulcan Sub-basin, and
the Eromanga and Carnarvon Basins.
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